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Available in 4 ranges & various colours

CLASSIC Collar

RogLoc

Contoured 
plastic buckle
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Tri-glide 
adjustable slider

Nylon webbing

Strap keeper

Die-cast ring

Rogz  
woven label

Material
Webbing: Nylon
Plastic components: POM Acetal Plastic Components
Die-cast ring: Zinc

Nylon: A strong synthetic woven fibre with high abrasion resistance. The nylon webbing is woven tightly for
improved strength and avoids snagging. 

POM Acetal Plastic Components: An injection-molded thermoplastic with high stiffness, low friction and
excellent dimensional stability. 

Zinc: A strong and durable compound that will not rust and is resistant to other forms of corrosion.

Certification
Products undergo stringent testing to ensure your pet’s safety.
Tested for: 1) Mechanical and Physical Strengths  2) Colourfastness.

Origin
Designed in Cape Town, South Africa. Manufactured in South Africa.

Wash Instructions
Hand wash in warm water.

Caution
Purchase the correct style and size to ensure your dog’s safety and comfort. 
Replace Classic Collar if damaged in any way to avoid injury.

Fancy Dress  
Utility          
Alpinist
Pavement Special

|  10 colours
|  10 colours
|  10 colours
|  4 colours

Lead & ID Tag 
attachment point

!

XS S M L XL XXL
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Features and Benefits

Will the collar release easily?
Rogz Fort Knox RogLoc is designed to secure your dog and protect against straying and 
accidental release. Our RogLoc is authentic, strong and easily locked and secured.

RogLoc
RogLoc is the Fort Knox 
of side release buckles.

How strong is the Side Release buckle?
Rogz authentic Low Load Technology is designed to reduce the total load placed on 
the plastic buckle through a cleverly placed die-cast ring. It is important to choose the 
correct size for your dog to ensure the weight load on the LLT is not more than the force 
which your dog can pull.

Low Load Technology
LLT reduces the load on the 
Titanium Plastic buckle through a 
cleverly positioned load ring.

How comfortable is the Classic collar?
Our Contoured Plastic Components are tough, weather resistant, waterproof, long 
lasting and versatile. The unique contour shape easily assists in webbing adjustment 
and ensures your pet always has a comfortable fit.

Contoured Plastic Components
Rogz rounded contoured plastic 
components ensure that every 
Rogz collar fits snugly.

cpc

Die-cast rings VS welded rings 
Die-casting can produce geometrically complex metal parts through the use of reusable 
molds, ensuring all our metal components are unique, highly durable and consistent 
across all ranges.

Die-cast Ring
Custom designed die-cast ring 
(no welding). Electroplated chrome 
for a tarnish free finish.

What are the benefits of reflective stitching?
A single reflective yarn is woven into both edges of the webbing for great 
night-time visibility. No need to restrict where you take your dog for a walk, the 
reflective stitching pops in natural sunlight and illuminates in the dark when light 
reflects off the collar, making your furry friend visible in various conditions.

Classic Collar
across 4 ranges

Cool Graphix Reflective 
Stitching 

Soft Webbing RogLoc* Low Load 
Technology

Contoured Plastic 
Component

Die-cast ring

FANCY DRESS x x x x x

UTILITY x x x x x

ALPINIST x x x x x

PAVEMENT SPECIAL x x x

cpc

*RogLoc, LLT and Die-cast ring: Not available in S, M, XXL across all 4 ranges

Reflective Stitching
Reflective yarn is woven into the 
webbing for night-time visibility.
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Size
Rogz caters for all shapes and sizes. Use our size guide to ensure you purchase the right size 
Classic Collar for your dog.

Measuring Neck Circumference
Measure the circumference of your dog’s neck. A perfect fit is achieved when you can place 
2 fingers between neck and collar. If your dog is at the upper limit of the size range, we 
recommend you purchase one size up.

Dog’s Neck 
Circumference

Rogz Size Chart for Classic Collar

Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large

20 - 31cm
8 - 13”

27 - 40cm
10 - 16”

34 - 56cm
13 - 22”

43 - 70cm
17 - 27”

50 - 80cm
20 - 31”
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Adjusting the Classic Collar

How to Fit the Classic Collar

The collar is set to the factory setting when purchased and can be adjusted to the biggest size indicated on the 
packaging card. Adjust the collar by feeding the webbing through the tri-glide slider in order to make it bigger. 
Once desired size is achieved, hold the tri-glide and buckle, pull taut to even slack.

• Open the buckle
• Thread the male part of the buckle (three prongs) through the metal ring and clip it into the female part of

the buckle

Our Low Load Technology (LLT) featured in this collar ensures the load strength is absorbed evenly along the 
length of the collar and not directly on the buckle.

Tri-glide
adjustable slider

Male buckle

Die-cast ring

Female buckle

Tri-glide
adjustable slider

Feed webbing 
through Die-cast ring

Absorbed pressure on buckle Direct pressure on buckle

Attaches to various leads

Scan to view
fitting instructions

LLT (Low Load Technology)
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